
wanted to watch a show on television about a man and worves.
Leslie testified that just seconds before the wolf show aired, chad left the house. Rory
then attacked the investigator's work by asking Investigator John sieling, if they ever
investigated what time it came on. John Sieling answered, ,.No.,, (t1403-1305)
The wolf show was a major piece of evidence that shourd have been investigated. The
testimony by John sieling clearly shows that a time line of,when chad left his house was
never established' By not looking into a major issue such as this, and actually timing the
walk from chad's house to the maple site, also shows that this case was never properry
investigated by the state or Petitioner's counsel. This also shows that by not looking into
this' members of chad's household could have never had their alibis confirmed and they
could have never been eliminated as suspects.
Any reasonable attomey would have had that investigated. And according to Rory, he
had Clenn Fladrnark ready to do so. (tg03)
when Rory was showing the jury the prosecution's agents were ineffective because they
didn't look into key issues, he was no less telling them that he was also ineffective as
well.

Glenn Fladmark told Petitioner that he was going to time how long it took for a person to
drive from ogema schoor to the chad Swedberg residence.
In previous statements and swom testimony, Ann Fain had said that on the moming of
April l3th ' 2007 , she dropped her child off at the ogema school and then returned home in
time to hear the shots Lesrie Fain claimed to hear berween g:r0 and g:r2 am.
At tfial' Rory cross-examined Ann about the drive from school to chad,s residence. Ann
testified that she did not know the distance or how long it took to drive it. she thought it
could possibly have taken l0 minutes. Ann didn't know if there was a 55 mph zone or
not' Ann said, "sometimes you can drive srower and quicker.,, (tr455)
Elementary Principal, Mitch Anderson from ogema school, testified that Ann Fain,s van
is on a video from the school at 8:02 on the l3th of Ap ri:,2007. which shows there was
no one in the vehicle at that time.
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